
For God and Country, 
not necessarily for 
Truth



Line of argument

Function and truth

Ideologies

The superempirical

Religious ideologies



A hunt

But also...

location

Beliefs vital for success:

The lay of 
the land

behaviour

Others 
trustworthy

Leader 
punishes 

defection

Deity 
punishes 

defection



Noncognitive function

Function not tied to truth

Beliefs need not be true

Must be believed to be true

Profound consequences



Ideology

Beliefs motivate cooperation

Indirectly tied to behaviour

Need not be true

The Proletarian Utopia

Did not have to be achievable

Only had to be believable



The boy who cried wolf

McKay & Dennett BBS 2009

False beliefs very unstable

Can not support function

NF has to be protected against 

counterevidence

Beliefs have to be superempirical



Superempirical

Content

Methodological
Context

Social
Context

Superempirical

>
Unfalsifiable

Sacred
Available methods
Available tools

Superempirical 

<
Unfalsifiable



Function & evidence

Counterevidence need not falsify

Enough that it destabilises belief 

within culture

Social rather than individual scale

With NF want function not truth 

determining stability



Truth & function
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Nationalism

Social context

• Protection for national symbols

• Discouragement of critique

Content

• Vague claims of superiority

• Reinterpretation of history

Methodological context

• Poorly developed social 

sciences



Counterevidence

Counterevidence can destabilise

beliefs

• Lack of progress toward 

proletarian utopia

• Lack of difference between 

nationalities

Need content not open to 

investigation



Religious ideologies

Effects outside mundane world

Heaven vs. proletarian utopia

Content less investigable

Plausible due to cognitive 

byproducts

A dual inheritance account

Cognitive byproducts recruited for 

prosocial function



Protective strategies

Nonoverlapping magisteria

Methodological context?

Religious beliefs not about “facts in 

the world”

Unrepresentative approach

Theological incorrectness

Lack of deist religious traditions

Why is it unrepresentative?



Relevance

Beliefs must be seen as relevant 

to motivate

Religious beliefs remote

Require magical element

Magic less stable

Must be kept separate from core 

religious commitments

Catholic miracle sites



Conclusions

Function of some beliefs not 

tied to truth

Such beliefs must be protected 

against counterevidence

This achieved by both the 

content and the context of the 

beliefs

Religions a prime example



Thank 
you


